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Why do England wear three lions on their shirt?
"What is the history of the three lions on the English
football shirt?" asks Lisa Herron.
Why do England have three lions on their shirt? | Metro News
The arms of three lions can only be said to date for certain
from the time of Richard l. Some earlier monarchs may have
used badges but there is no certain .
The Origin of the Royal Arms of England – a European
Connection | The Heraldry Society
The Royal Arms of England are the arms first adopted in a
fixed form at the start of the age of Although in England the
official blazon refers to "lions", French heralds historically
used the term "leopard" to represent the lion passant
guardant.

Why do England have three lions on their shirts? | Football |
The Guardian
The iconic crest worn on the national football team’s shirts
for nearly years. But historians claim the badge, dating back
to the 12th Century and the reign of Richard the Lionheart,
doesn’t feature lions at all. Experts in heraldry say when the
badge was created they would.
BBC - A History of the World - Object : Armorial Shield With
Three Lions Emblem
The iconic England crest features the lions, ten red roses and
a single star to celebrate the World Cup triumph.
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